PA’s low-cost way to pay for college!

Everything you’re looking for in a private student loan, including great benefits.

- Low Interest Rates
- No Application or Origination Fees
- Interest Rate Rewards
- Multiple Repayment Options
PA Forward Student Loan Options:

✅ Undergraduate Loan
A loan designed specifically for students seeking an undergraduate degree, certificate, or diploma.

✅ Graduate Loan
A loan designed specifically for students seeking an advanced degree such as masters, doctoral, law, health profession, or others.

✅ Parent Loan
A loan designed specifically for parents or guardians of dependent undergraduate students.

✅ Refinance Loan
A loan designed specifically for borrowers in repayment to manage their student debt.

For more information, visit PHEAA.org/PAF

For loan specific questions, call 1-844-PAFORWD (1-844-723-6793)